Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of October 19th..................

*DeArmitt Pad - Turned in line, unrestricted. Construction in progress on enlargement of current site.

*Hutchinson Pad – Frac is complete. All of the plugs are drilled out & producing. Currently rigging up to start running tubing.

*Aikens Pad – #5G, #5H, #5D, #5C, #5B drilled to TD. Drilling curve on #5A.

*Gaut Pad – #4A, #4B, #4C drilled to vertical TD. Drilling ahead on 12-3/8” hole on #4D.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Completing electrical & building.

*Pipeline Activities – We are wide open to DTI and flowing gas at Mamont.